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Chapter 1 Introduction to Emergency Preparedness

Chapter 1: Introduction to Emergency Preparedness
What is Emergency Preparedness?
An emergency can be defined as an unanticipated event that calls for immediate action.
Emergencies take on many forms: fire, flood, chemical spill, water main break, winter storm,
or even a terrorist attack. Emergencies are almost never pre-planned and almost always
require some action by someone. In the case of drinking water emergencies, the party most
often required to act, or respond, is your water utility. Preparedness can be defined as having
in mind actions for a particular event; knowing what to do in case a specific event occurs. So,
emergency preparedness can be defined as: to have in mind actions for unanticipated
events that call for an immediate response. Emergency preparedness for water utilities
involves:
•
•
•
•

recognizing the emergencies most likely to occur in your community,
training employees on responses to be taken during and after these emergencies,
identifying other resources to be called upon when needed, and
communicating with your community about the impact the emergency will have on them
and their role in the emergency process.

Why is Emergency Planning Important?
Every water utility is in business to provide safe, quality drinking water to their community.
Customers expect to receive high quality water -- even during emergencies. To meet these
expectations, water utilities must prepare for situations that might prevent them from delivering
the water their customers rely upon. Planning for emergencies and knowing how to respond in
an emergency situation is just as important as hiring workers, preparing budgets, and all the
other tasks performed every day to meet the needs of consumers.
Purpose of the Emergency Preparedness Model Plan
The primary purpose of this emergency preparedness model plan is to promote advanced
planning. It also is a guide, once completed, for utility personnel and community officials to
follow during emergency situations. The model plan can also serve as a good starting point
for developing documents that may be needed to meet other regulatory standards, such as
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requirements for fire prevention
planning, or a contingency plan for Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act (SARA
Title III). This model plan is not intended to serve as a regulatory compliance document.
Instead, it has been designed to help utilities think, plan, and prepare strategies for dealing
with emergencies.
The second section of this model plan, Using This Model Plan to Develop an Emergency
Plan, presents detailed instructions for completing a series of emergency forms. At first
glance, the task to develop an emergency plan may seem pretty overwhelming, BUT DON’T
STOP NOW! The instructions in the next section indicate which forms should be completed
first, second, and so on. Take the process one step at a time. The sooner you complete your
model plan, the more valuable it will be to your utility.
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Who Should Initiate an Emergency Response?
Beyond the expectations of customers, there are several other good reasons why water
utilities must respond to emergency situations affecting their utility or community. Even though
counties and states have far more resources available to respond, in a major emergency
affecting a large area, these resources may already be committed to another community.
Water utility personnel are knowledgeable about their community and the resources that are
available to help. For these reasons, it is important for your utility to think about the people,
materials, and equipment needed when an emergency does occur.
Forming an Emergency Response Team
An Emergency Response Team should be formed using the current utility staff and others in
the community such as the mayor, council members, board members, or citizen volunteers.
One person may serve in more than one role, depending on the situation and the community,
and there may be need to hire specialized personnel, depending on the emergency. Using the
Emergency Response Sheets in this model plan, your community can identify in advance
who these special resources may be and know how to contact them if their services are
needed. Overall, in selecting the emergency response team, it is important to choose people
who:
•
•
•

are available to respond quickly,
have knowledge in the area for which they are responsible, and
are willing to work in a cooperative team environment.

Basic Emergency Responsibilities
Several key responsibilities must be addressed in any emergency response. These
responsibilities are described in the following table.
To hold the confidence of the community during an emergency, it is very important that a
person be identified to fulfill each of the key responsibilities. The designated person should be
aware of the tasks involved. Also, customers, community officials, and others involved in the
emergency response should recognize that the specific person has been charged with these
key duties.
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Key
Responsibilities
Emergency
Coordination
(Possible people:
utility superintendent,
mayor, city manager,
or other community
official)

Basic Tasks
to be Carried Out
•
•
•
•
•

Serves as the utility’s emergency authority; has approval to
spend money on behalf of your utility
Calls together the Emergency Response Team
Works with the team to set priorities in the recovery process
Coordinates efforts among utility, city, county, state, and federal
agencies
Provides leadership to the response team

Public
Communication

•

(Possible people:
utility superintendent,
mayor, city manager,
council member,
board member)

•
•

Operations
Management

•

Coordinates all work activities to restore water service includes both field activities and administrative activities, such
as plant operations, plant maintenance, purchasing, human
resources, and computer operations

•

Reviews damage caused by an emergency and summarizes
damage information to utility and community officials
Arranges for work with outside contractors or engineers to
recover from an emergency
Directs repairs done by outside agencies
Coordinates with insurance carriers regarding
damages/losses

(Possible people:
utility superintendent,
operator, consultant)

Damage
Assessment
(Possible people:
utility superintendent,
operator, consultant)

•
•
•

Communicates with customers, employees, regulatory officials,
and other community officials to keep them aware of the
emergency efforts
Coordinates involvement with media when needed
Provides for communications equipment, such as cellular
phones or portable radios
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Chapter 2: Using This Model Plan to
Develop an Emergency Plan
How Can This Model Plan Be Used In Every Utility or Community?
This model plan provides suggestions for emergency organizing, prioritizing, planning, and
training. Simple template-style forms included in this section of the model plan require
information from your utility or community and need to be completed as part of your utility’s
emergency preparedness effort. When all forms pertaining to your utility have been
completed, this model plan can serve as an effective “first action” emergency plan. It will detail
the critical information about your water utility necessary to recover from an emergency,
prioritize the potential hazards for your utility, identify appropriate resources in your community
to be called upon for specific emergencies, and list measures to keep the plan up-to-date and
useful for your community.
Follow these steps to complete the model plan’s forms:
1. Complete the Water Supplier General Information Sheet first. This form will provide
basic information about your water utility and community which may be needed when
communicating with others in an emergency situation. Include data necessary to contact
the following individuals or groups 24 hours a day:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the Emergency Response Team members (the people who will perform each of the
key responsibilities outlined);
the support agencies and personnel (such as police, County Emergency
Coordinator, DOT) called upon to directly assist in recovering from the emergency;
other companies, vendors, suppliers, etc., frequently used by your utility;
the gas, power and general communication providers for your water utility;
the communities that have contracted with your water utility to provide mutual aid,
emergency water, equipment or materials;
your utility’s critical business and individual water users (such as hospitals or
nursing homes). At a glance, the form will reveal facilities or individuals involved, the
specific water needs, and information to contact them, again 24 hours a day.

2. Complete the Failure Analysis form. The completed form will help prioritize the severity
of the emergencies likely to impact your utility or community. Include information about an
emergency’s frequency or duration (the more often a specific emergency occurs, or the
longer it lasts, the higher priority it becomes), impact on health, property, and business, as
well as your water utility’s reliance upon internal and external resources to respond to each
emergency. The priorities on the form will determine which hazards should be addressed
in the final emergency preparedness plan, and in what order.

3. Complete the Emergency Response Sheets for each emergency applicable to your
water utility (e.g. flood, thunderstorm, tornado, main break, etc.), according to the priority
2-1

established by the completed Failure Analysis form. Each particular emergency has a
three-page set of forms to help prepare your utility. They are:
•

Things to Consider Before an Emergency/Mitigation To Do List and the
Emergency Response Sheet Instructions. This is a two-sided form. The
Things to Consider Before an Emergency list should be used to stimulate
discussion about each specific emergency. The questions have been developed to
assist your utility in preparing the Mitigation To Do List, which is simply a list of
things to do relating to your utility before an emergency occurs. For example, make
sure fire extinguishers are checked on an annual basis, would be a notation on the
Fire & Explosion Mitigation To Do List. The Emergency Response Sheet
Instructions are a step-by-step guide for filling in the Emergency Response
Sheet on the facing page.

•

Emergency Response Sheet/Trouble Shooting Guide. This is also a two-sided
form. Each Emergency Response Sheet contains information vital to your utility
and community to respond quickly in case of that specific emergency. The
information requested, such as names, telephone numbers, etc. may already be
recorded in your files, and can just be transferred to the appropriate sheet. The
Trouble Shooting Guide on the back side of each Emergency Response Sheet
contains a series of Yes/No statements to help your utility determine the scope of
each emergency and to think about the people, materials, and equipment that will
be needed for response or recovery.

•

Response/Recovery To Do List will help you prepare a list appropriate for your
utility in response to, or to recover from, a specific emergency. For example, a
water main break at your utility may require you to discontinue water service to
several critical customers. On the corresponding Response/Recovery To Do List,
you should note to restore water service to those customers, and check for further
damage to the main.

4. Complete the Training Plan form. This form will outline the strategies for training
employees and other members of the Emergency Response Team in their roles and
responsibilities during an emergency. Include information about the individuals assigned
to respond to each specific task in each particular emergency and the training they’ll need
to become proficient at each assigned task. Also include information about the trainer, the
type of training that will be received, when it will occur, and how effective and informative
the training session was (does the individual know what to do and how to do it).
When completing all forms, it is important to remember that enough information must be
provided to allow someone in a back-up capacity to function in an emergency. The regular
staff person or designated team member may be on vacation, ill, or otherwise unavailable
when an emergency occurs.
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Water Supplier General Information Sheet
Instructions
The Water Supplier General Information Sheet is to be used to list important
information about the water utility, who to contact for direct response and support
during an emergency, and to list your utility’s critical water users.
In the Utility name section, fill in the appropriate response with regard to your water utility’s:
•
•
•
•
•

Public water supply ID number (PWSID) - the Iowa Department of Natural Resources
issues this number.
Water source - check the box that describes your utility’s raw water source.
Population served - fill in the population number your utility serves.
Water storage tank capacity - enter storage capacity in gallons.
Average daily pumpage - enter the average daily pumpage in gallons per day.

In the Treatment process section check the applicable process types for your water utility.
In the Emergency telephone notification listing section, fill in the appropriate responses in as
much detail as possible, including daytime and after-hours phone numbers for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic Emergency Response Team - list the personnel who are employed by your utility or
in the community who would be directly involved in responding to an emergency.
Officials outside the utility - list the support agencies and personnel who can be called for
direct assistance in responding to recover from an emergency.
Contracted services/supplies - list the companies, vendors, lab services, contractors,
suppliers frequently used by your utility.
Utilities - list the utilities that provide power, gas or general communication services for
your water utility.
Mutual aid coordination - list the communities that have entered into an agreement with
your water utility to provide equipment, water or materials in an emergency.
Critical water users - list the users in the service area that require a continuous water
supply in an emergency. Also include what the water is used for and the volume that is
needed.
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Water Supplier General Information Sheet
Utility name:
Public water supply ID
number (PWSID)

Date:
Water source

Population
served

Water storage tank
capacity (gallons)

Average daily pumpage
(gallons per day)

q Surface
q
Groundwater

Treatment process
Iron removal
Coagulation, sedimentation, filtration
Softening

q Yes
q Yes
q Yes

q No
q No
q No

q Yes
q Yes
q Yes

Chlorination
Fluoridation
Other

q No
q No
q No

Emergency telephone notification listing
Positions

Name

Work
Pager
Cellular
Basic Emergency Response Team

Emergency
Coordination
Public
Communication
Operations
Management
Damage
Assessment
Officials outside the utility
Fire department
Police/Sheriff
County
Emergency
Coordinator
State Office of
Emergency
Management
IDNR - Field
Office

515-281-3231

Department of
Transportation
Contracted services/supplies
Plumber
Electrician
Well driller
University
Hygienic Lab
(UHL)

319-335-4500
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Fax

Home

Contracted
laboratory
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Positions
Engineering
firm(s)

Name

Contracted services/suppliers
Work
Pager
Cellular

Fax

Water storage
tank
manufacturer
Property &
casualty
insurance
Materials &
equipment
Chemicals
Fuel

Utilities
Iowa One-Call
Power company
Gas company
Telephone
Radio/Cellular

Mutual aid coordination
Equipment
Water
Materials

Critical water users
Health care
Critical use:
Nursing home

Volume:

Critical use:
Public shelter

Volume:

Critical use:
Other

Volume:

Critical use:

Volume:
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Home

Failure Analysis Instructions
The Failure Analysis is used to assess your utility’s risk and ability to respond quickly
in any emergency. Think about your operation, your community and surrounding
communities to determine what types of emergencies your utility needs to plan for,
what impacts those emergencies will have on your utility, and who to call for help.
In the Emergency type section, consider these four elements in your answers:
•

Historical
List the types of emergencies that have happened in the past -- fires, severe weather,
power outages, hazardous material spills, water quality problems, etc. Think about the
number of occurrences and identify hazards that have happened in nearby towns that
could occur in your town, too.

•

Location
Consider the location of your facilities. Determine if they are located in areas that often
flood or near companies that produce, store, use or transport hazardous materials.

•

Physical facilities
Decide which buildings or structures could be affected. Think about what effects the
emergency will have on telephone or radio communications, and computer systems.

•

Human error
Human error is the single largest cause of workplace emergencies and can result from
poor training or by using equipment in the wrong way. Fatigue and stress can also
contribute to human error.

In the Frequency section, rate the likelihood of each emergency happening, or the length of
time each emergency will go on, using a scale of 1 to 5. Use a rating of 1 for emergencies that
might occur infrequently, for example, once every 10-15 years. And, when they do occur, will
only last for a short period of time. Use a 5 rating for emergencies that are very likely to occur,
for example, one or more times every five years. Again, think about the duration of the
emergencies. The extended loss of a critical piece of equipment, chemical feed system, or
water storage may influence the frequency rating for a particular emergency.
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In the Health, Property and Business sections, determine the impact the emergency has on
your water utility’s individual and commercial users, again using a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 having
the lowest (or least destructive) and 5 having the highest (or most destructive) impact.
•

Health
If people might get sick, or even die, rate it a 5. If the emergency would put people out
of water for 1-2 hours, rate it a 1.

•

Property
If property could be lost or destroyed, rate it a 5. If property has minor damage that can
be repaired, rate it a 1. Think about the cost of replacing or repairing equipment, and
the likelihood that your facility will need to be rebuilt following a particular emergency.

•

Business
If the emergency causes the business to close due to lack of water, rate it a 5. If the
business is inconvenienced for 1-2 hours, rate it a 1.

In the Internal resources and External resources sections assess and list the individuals,
groups and businesses where you can get assistance and support. Resources include both
people and materials. Use the same rating scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being your strong resources,
and 5 being your weak resources. In each case, determine if your utility can respond with your
own employees, or if outside individuals are needed, also.
•

Internal resources
If your utility is able to respond to the emergency using its own staff and materials, even
on a holiday weekend, rate it a 1. If your utility requires outside help to respond to the
emergency, rate it a 5.

•

External resources
If it would require only 1-2 hours for the external resources to respond with materials or
staff to the emergency, rate it a 1. If it would require more than 24 hours to obtain the
outside resources to respond to the emergency, rate it a 5.

In a major emergency, it’s important to remember that some of your external
resources may be needed elsewhere, and may not be available to you right away.
In the Index rating section add each row (across) to determine the final rating for each
emergency.
Finally, in the Ranking section, prioritize the emergency types in numerical order, beginning
with the highest index rating as first priority, followed by the next highest index rating as
second, etc.
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Failure Analysis
Emergency type

Frequenc
y

List by name

Low 1- 5 High

Health

Property

Internal
Business resources

Low Impact 1 - 5 High Impact

2-9

External
resources

Strong 1 - 5 Weak

Index rating
Ranking

Total

1,2,3,....
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Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 3: Cross Connection
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do you have a plumbing and cross connection control ordinance?
What type of cross connection control program is in place (i.e. containment,
isolation)?
Is there a list of customers (such as clinics, hospitals, water-using industries) with
potential backflow problems?
Are there customers on private wells?
Is there a systematic inspection of customers with backflow prevention devices on
new and existing installations?
Is training provided for cross connection control?
Is there a public awareness and information program?
Are you aware of any facilities using chemical treament systems that may be a
cross connection hazard?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Cross Connection
As treated water is pumped from the treatment facility to the customer, it must be
protected from contamination. One common means for such contamination is
backflow of non-treated fluids through cross connection.
In the Cross connection control program section, indicate the control type that your
municipality has in place.
In the Testing laboratory section, enter the name, telephone number and address of the
independent lab that your utility uses for testing and sampling.
In the Customers with potential source of backflow section, list those customers who have a
cross connection control device. Also list the type of contamination possible.
In the Backflow devices in utility section, list the types, locations, and dates of installation for all
devices.
In the Active private wells section, list those customers who have direct access and use
private wells in conjunction with the public water supply.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Cross Connection
Cross connection
control program

Testing laboratory
Name

q Containment

Telephone

Address

q Isolation

Customers with potential source of backflow
Name

Address

Telephone

Type of device
installed

Type of
contamination

Backflow devices in utility
Type

Location

Date installed

Active private wells
Name

CAUTION

Location

Telephone

WATER UTILITIES HAVE THE RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE THAT THE WATER SUPPLY IS PROTECTED FROM
CONTAMINATION THROUGH THE TREATMENT PLANT AND WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM. BECAUSE
UTILITIES USUALLY CANNOT CONTROL WATER SYSTEMS AND USAGES ON PRVATE PROPERTIES, A
CROSS CONNECTION CONTROL PROGRAM IS IMPORTANT.
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contamination
hazard

REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST
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Trouble Shooting Guide
Suspected health risk due to
backflow

YES
Contact regional IDNR

NO

Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List

Notify appropriate officials*
name
work #
home #

Take samples of suspected
area to determine source

name

laboratory

work #

work #

home #

YES
name
work #

Evaluate problem and determine
if additional testing is needed

home #

NO
Resume normal operations

*These may include board chair, mayor,
council members, utility managers, IDNR,
etc.
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Response/Recovery To Do List
Cross Connection
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 4: Electric Power Failure
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where is the on-site main power disconnect?
What are the power sources and their location?
Is standby or duplicate power source available?
What measures can be taken to protect on-site power source?
Do motors have automatic shutdown to avoid voltage or phase fluctuation that may
cause damage?
If a generator is the standby power source, where is it stored?
Who knows how to operate the generator?
Is there a lock-out/tag-out program?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Electric Power Failure
Pumps, motors, and other water system equipment depend on electrical power to
operate. Electrical power components such as above ground lines, switchgear,
transformers, and circuit breakers are vulnerable to numerous disasters. Voltage and
phase fluctuations may damage motors. Downed power lines can create access
problems. You may want to contact your electric power company to help fill in the top
section of this form.
In the Power supply section, indicate if the power supply is three (3) phase or single phase.
In the Primary volts section, fill in the voltage for the primary side of the transformer.
In the Secondary volts section, fill in the voltage for the secondary side of the transformer.
In the Primary fuse/breaker (amps) section, list the primary or high service amperage listed on
the transformer.
In the Secondary service (amps) section, list the secondary or low service amperage listed on
the transformer.
In the Circuit number section, enter the circuit number or service number for your facility.
In the Customers on same service, list those customers who are connected to each of the
phases serving your facility.
In the Diagram of electric service section, make a sketch that reflects your utility’s electrical
service.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Electric Power Failure
Power
supply

Primary
volts

Secondary
volts

Primary
fuse/breaker
(amps)

Secondary
service
(amps)

Circuit number

q 3 phase
q single
phase

Customers on same service
Phase A

Phase B

Phase C

Name

Name

Name

Address

Address

Address

Telephone number

Telephone number

Telephone number

Diagram of electric service

transmission lines

service line
breaker
box or
service
disconnect
pump house or plant

CAUTION

power plant

TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK AND FIRE, USE EXTREME CAUTION . . . ELECTRICITY CAN BE
DANGEROUS. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO SERVICE EQUIPMENT BY YOURSELF. OPENING OR REMOVING
COVERS MAY EXPOSE YOU TO DANGEROUS VOLTAGE OR OTHER HAZARDS. IF YOU ARE UNFAMILIAR
WITH THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM, PLEASE CONTACT QUALIFIED SERVICE PERSONNEL.
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shock hazard

REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST
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Trouble Shooting Guide

If even 1
response
is Y (yes)

Is power available
Is power available anyanywhere
in thehouse
where
in the pump
pump
house
or
or plant? Checkplant?
these
things
(see checklist 1)
Y

N

If ALL
responses
are N (no)

lights turn on
fuses blown
breakers tripped

Call electrician
name

pumps run
YES
motors run

work #
home #

YES

Is power available to
other customers on
the same circuit?

Notify appropriate officials*
name

NO
Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List

work #
home #
Call electric company
name

name

work #

work #

home #

home #

name
work #
home #

*These may include board chair, mayor,
council members, utility managers, IDNR,
etc.
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Response/Recovery To Do List
Electric Power Failure
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 5: Equipment Failure
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•

•
•
•

Is critical equipment inspected at least once a month?
Is a log card or record system used to detail inspections, maintenance required,
and the general operating condition of each piece of critical equipment?
Are the following items checked during a motor and pump inspection?
Cleanliness
Alignment and balance
Temperature, lubrication
Bearings, vibration, noise, current
Connections, switches, circuitry
(Are electrical circuits de-energized and “locked out” before any inspection and
maintenance is performed?)
Are the critical parts of the water treatment processes, which can fail, known (i.e.
iron removal, filtration, chlorination)?
What replacement parts are needed for major components in critical equipment?
Do you have replacement equipment and parts on hand? If not, are they readily
available? (Overnight availability may be sufficient.)

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Equipment Failure
Equipment such as pumps, motors and chemical feeders are vital in the operation of
providing quality drinking water. In order to ensure equipment reliability, a preventive
maintenance program should be set up for each piece of equipment. In addition to
the preventive maintenance program, detailed records on major parts, who supplies
these parts in inventory, and their availability should be maintained.
In the Critical equipment section, list the location of the equipment, the location of the
equipment manual, the equipment’s manufacturer, make, model, type and capacity of each
piece of equipment.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Equipment Failure
Critical equipment
Equipment piece #1

Equipment piece #2

Equipment piece #3

Name of equipment
Location of
equipment
Location of
equipment manual
Manufacturer
Make
Model
Type
Capacity

Critical equipment
Equipment piece #4

Equipment piece #5

Equipment piece #6

Name of equipment
Location of
equipment
Location of
equipment manual
Manufacturer
Make
Model
Type
Capacity

CAUTION

shock hazard

FOLLOW PROPER LOCK-OUT AND TAG-OUT PROCEDURES. IF EQUIPMENT IS IN A WELL OR PIT, FOLLOW
PROPER CONFINED SPACE SAFETY PROCEDURES.

REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST
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Trouble Shooting Guide
If ALL
responses
are Y (yes)

An equipment failure has occurred

Y N
repair/spare parts or backup
equipment readily available
staff can make repairs

If ANY
response
is N (no)

water storage adequate until repairs
made

Is there potential threat to
water quality?
Make necessary repairs

YES
Contact regional IDNR

Resume normal operations

Notify appropriate officials*
Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List

name
work #

Call alternate water supplier

home #

name
Call mutual aid agency(ies)

work #
home #

name
Call contractor

work #

name

home #

work #
home #

*These may include board chair, mayor,
council members, utility managers,
IDNR, etc.

5-4

NO

Response/Recovery To Do List
Equipment Failure
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Place Index Divider Here
Chapter 6 Fire & Explosion

Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 6: Fire & Explosion
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has your facility been inspected by local fire department officials to identify potential
fire hazards? Is there a list of all chemicals that are stored or used in your facilities?
Where is this list stored?
Are Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) available for each chemical used on site?
Are employees aware of these chemicals and know where they are stored?
Is Right-to-Know labeling posted for chemical storage?
Have personnel been trained on the proper use of fire extinguishers and do they
know the location of all fire extinguishers? Are routine checks performed to make
sure the fire extinguishers are operable?
Has an evacuation plan been prepared for each facility in an event of a fire? Is the
plan posted in a place for all employees to see?
Do you know the water pressure or flow rate at each fire hydrant at the plant or pump
house?
Do you know where your gas shut-off valve and electric disconnect are for each
facility?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Fire & Explosion
Any employee observing smoke or fire should notify other building occupants and
evacuate the building immediately. Measures should be taken to insure everyone has
vacated the building. Once outside, notify the fire department. Due to toxic fumes,
employees should move to a designated area away from smoke.
In the Telephone numbers section of the Emergency Response Sheet, determine whether
your utility is located within the 911 emergency access area. If it is not, fill in the appropriate
telephone number for the fire, ambulance, sheriff and police departments for your area.
For each Facility section, list the location, associated water pressure, and flow of each
hydrant. Next, list the location of the gas shut-off valve and electric disconnect for each facility.
Then list the names of all chemicals stored on-site, as well as the location and quantity of each.
In the Diagram of evacuation routes, shut-off valve and electrical disconnect locations
section, draw a sketch of your facilities that indicates evacuation routes, locations of gas shutoff valves and electric disconnects, and the chemical storage locations.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Fire & Explosion
Telephone numbers
Sheriff

Police

911 OR

Fire

911 OR

911 OR

Ambulance
911 OR

Facility:
Hydrants
Location

Pressure

Utilities
Flow

Shut-off
valve
location

Flow

Shut-off
valve
location

Flow

Shut-off
valve
location

Chemicals stored

Electric
disconnect
location

Chemical name

Quantity

Location

Facility:
Hydrants
Location

Pressure

Utilities

Chemicals stored

Electric
disconnect
location

Chemical name

Quantity

Location

Facility:
Hydrants
Location

Pressure

Utilities

Chemicals stored

Electric
disconnect
location

Chemical name

Quantity

Location

Diagram of evacuation routes, shut-off valve and electrical disconnect
locations

X
X
X

CAUTION

WHEN A FIRE ALARM SOUNDS OR A FIRE IS OBSERVED, NOTIFY OTHER BUILDING OCCUPANTS AND
EVACUATE THE BUILDING IMMEDIATELY. REMAIN AT A SAFE DISTANCE AND DOWNWIND FROM THE FIRE.
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO PUT THE FIRE OUT OR GO BACK INTO THE BUILDING UNLESS IT IS DEEMED SAFE TO
DO SO.

burn hazard
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REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST
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Trouble Shooting Guide
Fire occurs and
employees are injured

YES

NO

Call medical assistance

If ALL responses
are N (no)
Resume normal operations

Notify appropriate officials*
name

Fire occurs
Y NIs power available
anywhere in the
building(s) damaged
pump house or plant?
chemical feed
(see checklist 1)
damaged
pumps/motors
damaged
other damage present

If ANY
response
is Y (yes)

work #
Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List

home #

name

Damage assessment

work #

consultant

home #

name
work #

name
home #

work #

insurance company

home #
*These may include board chair, mayor,
council members, utility managers, IDNR,
etc.

name
work #
home #
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Response/Recovery To Do List
Fire & Explosion
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Chapter 7 Flood

Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 7: Flood
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the history of flooding in your area?
What is the elevation of your facility in relation to stream and river levels?
What is the elevation of the top of the well casing and how do you protect the well if it
is in the flood plain?
Is power source located in the flood plain and what measures are in place to protect
it?
Does staff know where to shut off power to each facility in the event the facilities are
flooded?
What equipment and materials (i.e. sand, sandbags, sump pumps) are needed to
protect your facilities? At what water level are these operations required?
Do you know the location, type and number of turns for critical isolation valves in the
flood plain? How will they be operated during high water?
How will chemicals and other supplies be delivered to your utility in a flood?
Are there underground tanks in the flood plain that will need to be filled to prevent
tank damage from flotation?
Do you know what people are available to assist you with flood recovery?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Flood
If flooding is predicted following heavy thunderstorms or winter snow thaws, flood
elevations should be monitored with the assistance of the sheriff/police and the
National Weather Service. Constant monitoring of river or stream elevations will
determine the procedures necessary to take for protection of property and personnel.
In preparation for a flood, protection of facilities and equipment should begin early.
All records and equipment, which can be moved, should be relocated to a higher
location if they risk being flooded. Equipment and materials needed to combat
flooding should be brought to the site.
In the Rivers/Streams section, record the rivers/streams that can flood on-site facilities and
known flood stages for each.
In the Monitoring section, list the location of the monitoring device and method of monitoring
(telephone and number, manual read, etc.).
In the Structures section, list the facilities that are in the flood plain and the known elevations,
and list if they have sump pumps that need monitoring for high groundwater.
In the Telephone numbers section, fill in the telephone numbers of the agencies listed.
In the Mobilization section, list the people who would be notified to assist in protective
measures, such as sandbagging operations or moving equipment and supplies to a safe area,
and so on. The Task assignment section is to be filled in with the protective measure tasks
assigned to that individual or group.
The Critical valves section is to be used to list the valves that would need to be operated
during flooding conditions. These may be located near rivers or streams.
In the Location of facilities and valve locations section, draw in the river or streams that are
prone to flooding, and draw in the facilities that would be affected by the flooding. Also include
the major isolation valves.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Flood
Rivers/streams
Name

Monitoring
Flood stage

Site

Structures
Location

Method

Telephone numbers

Elevation

Sump pump

National Weather Service

qYes qNo

USGS

qYes qNo

Corps of Engineers

Mobilization
Name

Home

Office

Task assignment

Critical valves
Location

Type

Number of turns

Access road

Location of facilities and valve locations

Direction of turns

Plant

Valves
Intake

Wells

CAUTION

flood hazard

FLOOD WATERS ARE EXTREMELY DANGEROUS BECAUSE OF STRONG CURRENTS AND DEBRIS. USE
EXTREME CAUTION WHEN ENTERING FLOOD WATER.

REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST
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Trouble Shooting Guide
If ANY response
is Y (yes)

Flooding is imminent
Y N
pumps in danger

Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List

wells in danger
power supply in danger
water mains in danger
chemical supply in danger

Protective measures

If ALL
responses
are N (no)

electrician
work #

home #

chemical supplier

Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List

work #

home #

plumber
Notify appropriate officials*

work #

name

home #

consultant

work #

work #

home #

home #
Damage assessment
name

County Emergency Coordinator

work #

work #

home #

home #
mutual aid agency(ies)

name

work #

work #

home #

home #

insurance company
*These may include board chair, mayor,
council members, utility managers, IDNR,
etc.

work #
home #
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Response/Recovery To Do List
Flood
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Chapter 8 Hazardous Chemical Spill

Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 8: Hazardous Chemical Spill
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has the staff been trained in the proper use and hazard of each chemical?
Is each facility identified as to the types of chemicals stored?
Is there a facility layout sketch that shows where the chemicals are stored, including
quantities?
Does your utility or community have spill response equipment?
Has the fire department been briefed on the types and quantities stored, and do
they have a sketch of facilities?
Is there a spill response program in place? Has staff been trained on how to
respond to a spill?
How is your utility notified if a chemical spill occurs?
Do you know the hazardous chemicals used in your community which could pose a
threat to your utility?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Hazardous Chemical Spill
A chemical spill does not have to occur on-site to pose a threat to your utility. You
need to be aware of the transportation routes and businesses that are adjacent to or
near your facilities. When an on-site spill occurs, identify the substance and quantity
without endangering employee health and safety.
In the Telephone number section, enter the telephone numbers for the fire department, the
sheriff/police, and the County Emergency Coordinator. Also, the Iowa Department of Natural
Resources needs to be notified in the event of a spill. The National Response Center is a
federal agency that can provide assistance. Chemtrec is a private agency that can provide
technical information regarding chemical handling.
In the Chemicals in use section, list the chemicals on hand, their location, quantity, hazard
potential, the type of personal protection equipment required and any special instructions
regarding those specific chemicals.
In the Chemical locations section, diagram where your chemicals are stored, what they are,
and how much of each is stored there.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Hazardous Chemical Spill
Telephone numbers
Fire department

Sheriff/Police

County Emergency Coordinator

IDNR
515-281-8694

National Response Center
1-800-424-8802

Chemtrec
1-800-424-9300

Chemicals in use
Chemical

Location

Type of
storage

Potential
type of
release

Personal protective
equipment
recommended

Special instructions

Chemical locations
parts
wash
tank
Fabrication Shop
5 nonflammable
cylinders
flammable

200 lbs.

safety
placard

oxydizers
3 cylinders
oxygen
200 lbs.
Welding shop

Metal storage

East storage

chlorine
cylinders
150
lbs.

Carpenter shop

underground fuel
tank

CAUTION
AS A RESULT OF A SPILL, TOXIC VAPORS OR GASES COULD BE GENERATED. STAFF SHOULD MOVE
UPWIND TO AWAIT FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS AFTER NOTIFICATION OF APPROPRIATE PERSONNEL. DO
NOT ATTEMPT TO CONTAIN THE SPILL IF YOU ARE NOT QUALIFIED TO DO SO.
chemical hazard

REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST
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Trouble Shooting Guide
A spill has occurred on-site,
and employees are injured

YES
Notify appropriate officials
Call medical assistance

name
work #
home #

Call fire department
name
work #
home #

NO

Have water operations been
affected?

name

YES

work #
home #

Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List

*These may include board chair, mayor,
council members, utility managers, IDNR,
etc.
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NO

Response/Recovery To Do List
Hazardous Chemical Spill
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Chapter 9 Information Systems Failure

Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 9: Information Systems Failure
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•

Is your control system physically isolated from external access? It is strongly
suggested your control system be normally disconnected from external access.
Is staff trained to identify suspicious control system behavior?
Is there ability to and can your staff operate the water system manually?
Are procedures in place for backing up the control system software regularly? Is the
back-up medium stored off-site in a secured location?
Are alarms in place to alert operators of system malfunctions, personal computer or
other equipment failures?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Information Systems Failure
Information systems encompass personal computers, networks, automated control systems,
programmable logic controllers and signal transmitting devices. Frequently these devices are
connected to remote devices allowing the exchange of critical data which control pumps,
chemical feeds, valves and other equipment.
When an information system device fails it may or may not send an alert to your operator.
Employees should be trained to recognize and evaluate abnormal system behavior. If at all
possible immediately switch the process to manual operation. Begin troubleshooting the
system to find the failure.
It is critical to have back-ups made of the programming and software of control systems. The
back-ups should be conducted regularly and immediately after major changes to the system.
The back-ups should be stored off-site in a secured location.
The failure of an information system can occur due to the aging of equipment, computer
related viruses or from hackers entering your system. It is extremely important to have all
systems disconnected from external access such as the internet, until remote access is
required by authorized persons.
In the Telephone numbers section, complete the information for Automated Systems Control
vendors and the location of back-up medium.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Information Systems Failure
Telephone numbers
Automated Control Systems Vendor
Name of company

Contact’s name

Name of Person

Location of Back-up

Work phone number

Home phone number

Software Back-up

CAUTION

Name

Location

REGULARLY BACK-UP YOUR COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEM AND ALL SOFTWARE. STORE THE BACKUP IN AN OFF-SITE SECURED LOCATION.
BE PREPARED TO OPERATE A SYSTEM MANUALLY SHOULD A FAILURE IN THE CONTROL SYSTEM
OCCUR.

HACKERS

NEVER HAVE A DIRECT CONNECTION ALLOWING EXTERNAL ACCESS TO YOUR CONTROL SYSTEM.
PHYSICALLY CONNECT TO THE REMOTE ACCESS SOFTWARE PRIOR TO EACH TIME ACCESS IS
REQUIRED.
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Trouble Shooting Guide
Control System Fails

YES

Is power available

NO

Can you switch to
manual mode?

YES
Resume Normal
Operations

NO

Switch to manual
mode

Troubleshoot the System
Notify appropriate officials*
name
Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List

work #
home #

name
work #
home #

name
work #
home #

*These may include board chair,
mayor, council members, utility
managers, IDNR, etc.
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Response/Recovery To Do List
Information Systems Failure
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Chapter 10 Medical

Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 10: Medical
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Are first aid kits installed in facilities and equipment?
Are staff trained in first aid/CPR?
Does your staff know to provide the following information when calling for medical
assistance:
1. Location of facility (name and address).
2. Phone number from which the call is being made.
3. Type of emergency (fire, medical, chemical, vehicular).
4. Extent of emergency.
5. Do not hang up first; let the person you called hang up first.
Have you identified a list of your utility’s confined spaces and potential hazards, and
depth at entry?
Do you know if confined space has a “Confined Space Entry” permit?
Have personnel been trained in confined space entry?
Are you aware of the OSHA reporting guidelines in the event of a fatality or multiple
hospitalization incident?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Medical
When a medical emergency arises it is very important that your response does not
further endanger the victim or yourself. Do not administer first aid or CPR unless you
have been properly trained. Only move the victim if a life-threatening situation exists.
Unnecessary movement could result in increased severity of the injuries.
In the Telephone numbers section, determine whether your utility is located within the 911
emergency access area. If it is not, fill in the appropriate telephone number for fire (medical
response), ambulance and IOSHA.
In the Worker’s compensation section, record your utility’s worker’s compensation carrier and
agent, and the agent’s work and home phone numbers.
In the Confined space section, list confined spaces at your utility, their potential hazards,
depth, and the size of the access opening. Also indicate if the confined space is permitted or
non-permitted. Permitted confined space means that unremoveable hazards are present
(hazards can be atmosphere, moving machinery, and converging walls, etc.). At least two
people with proper equipment must be available before entry. Non-permitted confined space
means that hazards do not exist or are controlled before entry.
In the Chemicals section, list the type and location of each chemical stored in your facilities.
Use the Family notification section to list who should be contacted in case of a medical
emergency.
In the First aid kit and confined space locations section, detail where first aid kits and
confined spaces are located.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Medical
Telephone numbers
Fire

Ambulance

911 OR

IOSHA
1-800-562-4692 OR 1-515-281-5668

911 OR

Worker’s compensation
Name of company

Agent’s name

Work phone number

Home phone number

Confined space
Location

Potential hazard

Depth

Access size

Permitted/Non-permitted
qPermitted

qNon-permitted

qPermitted

qNon-permitted

qPermitted

qNon-permitted

qPermitted

qNon-permitted

Chemicals
Name

Location

Name

Location

Family notification
Employee name

Contact

Telephone

Address

First aid kit and confined space locations
X
X
X

CAUTION

GET OR HAVE OTHERS GET MEDICAL ASSISTANCE TO THE SCENE. PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
BLOODBORNE PATHOGENS.
IF THE PERSON IS IN A CONFINED SPACE, DO NOT ENTER THE SPACE TO PERFORM UNASSISTED
INTERNAL RESCUE.
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confined space

REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST
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Trouble Shooting Guide
Employee(s) injured
beyond first aid
Is power available

NO

YES

Call medical assistance

Administer first aid treatment

Call worker’s compensation
carrier

Notify appropriate officials*
name
work #

Call IOSHA (if fatality
or multiple hospitalizations
have occurred)

home #

name
work #
Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List

home #

name
work #
home #

*These may include board chair,
mayor, council members, utility
managers, IDNR, etc.
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Response/Recovery To Do List
Medical
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Chapter 11 Personnel Succession

Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 11: Personnel Succession
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does your utility have a mutual aid agreement for personnel support?
Is someone in the community cross-trained and evaluated as an operator?
What is the telephone and address of the newspaper for personnel recruitment?
Does the IDNR have a list of eligible candidates who can be recruited?
Is there a local plumber or contractor available who can provide temporary
manpower assistance?
Will the contracted laboratory provide temporary testing and sampling assistance?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Personnel Succession
By law, a water utility must be operated by a certified operator. In the event of staff
termination, a replacement needs to be found immediately. Cross-training among
staff members can help to alleviate some of the problems caused when an operator
leaves your utility.
In the Mutual aid section list organizations that can assist you by providing qualified personnel.
In the Services section, list newspapers where advertisements can be placed, laboratories
where you can contract for sampling and testing services and plumbers, contractors, etc. who
can provide you with temporary assistance.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Personnel Succession
Mutual aid
Name

Utility

Telephone

After-hours telephone

Services
Services provided

Name

Company

Organizational chart

Telephone

After-hours

Operator in charge
grade required

Shift operator
grade required

CAUTION

WHEN EMPLOYEES NEED TO BE REPLACED, BE SURE YOUR TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT REPLACEMENT
EMPLOYEES HAVE THE NECESSARY QUALIFICATIONS AND LICENSES, IN ORDER TO KEEP THE PUBLIC
WATER SUPPLY SAFE.
REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST
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necessary licensing
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Trouble Shooting Guide
Utility operator absence

Temporary
absence

Permanent
absence

Call mutual aid agency(ies)

Begin permanent employee
replacement procedures

work #
home #

Notify appropriate officials*
name

Call contracted operator

work #

work #

home #

home #

name
Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List

work #
home #

Contact regional IDNR
name
work #
home #

*
etc.

*These may include board chair, mayor,
council members, utility managers, IDNR,
etc.
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Response/Recovery To Do List
Personnel Succession
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Chapter 12 Terrorist / Vandalism

Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 12: Terrorism/Vandalism
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has your facility completed a Vulnerability Assessment (VA)?
Has the risk analysis been analyzed for methods to reduce risk?
Does your facility utilize a tiered security program that reflects the threat level of the
Department of Homeland Security advisories?
Have you addressed emergency procedures for contamination of your system? Do you
have procedures in place to rapidly respond to complaints of taste and odor? See the
chapter 15 of this plan titled Water Contamination.
Has your facility analyzed electric power requirements and planned for alternative
sources if the grid fails? See chapter 4 in this plan called Electric Power Failure.
Has your facility addressed procedures for employees when threats are received?
Threats can be directed at bombs, violence, contaminants, etc. See chapter 13 in this
plan called Threats.
Do you have a neighborhood watch program to keep citizens alert to people tampering
with water system?
Have all of your employees been trained in identifying suspicious individuals,
addressing strangers, and emergency notification procedures?
Have all of your employees been trained to identify and report acts of vandalism and
terrorism?
Do your hiring practices include pre-employment background checks?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Terrorism/Vandalism
Terrorism Defined: An individual or a group with the motivation and capability for
theft or sabotage of assets, or other malicious acts that would result in the loss of
assets, destruction of consumer confidence, or illness/death of your customers. The
act of terrorism can be a carefully executed plan that destroys your facilities or may
be as simple as a phone call to the press indicating the presence of a contaminant in
your water system. Your facility must have a plan to effectively deal with the situation.
Terrorists are classified into three groups of individuals; insider, outsider and vandals. Each
group may have motives that are different but each can easily destroy equipment, disrupt your
service or cause mayhem with your customer base. The attack itself, if physical, will create a
situation similar to emergencies your facility has already planned for in other chapters. A
terrorist may strike your power supply, damage equipment, or contaminate your water.
Your facility’s Vulnerability Assessment will point out weaknesses in your system. These
weaknesses should be the starting point of analyzing your risk and developing solutions to
lessen the consequences of terrorism or vandalism. A well executed plan to mitigate these
consequences can mean the difference of hours versus weeks when restoring water services
within your system.

Telephone numbers
Sheriff
911

Police
911

Fire
911

Ambulance
911
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FBI
Omaha Region Office (402)493-8688

Troubleshooting Guide

Terrorist/
Vandalism
Event
Resume
Operations

Is the event only a defacing of
property?

No

Yes
Call Appropriate City officials
and/or Police

Terrorist/Vandalism Event occurs
Persons are injured

No

Yes
Call for Medical Assistance

911

Notify appropriate officials
Name:
Work #:
Home #:
Name:
Work #:
Home #:
Name:
Work #:
Home #:

Refer to Response/Recovery To Do List
in this chapter for the type of emergency.
If the situation is not specifically
addressed, refer to general emergency
management functions in Chapter 1.

Local DNR Field Office
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Response/Recovery To Do List
Terrorism
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Chapter 13 Threats

Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 13: Threats
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has your facility addressed procedures for employees when threats are received? A
threat can be related to a bomb, violence or contaminants in your water system.
Who should be called when a threat is received?
What are the procedures that deny access to unauthorized personnel?
Do you have procedures for handling suspicious letters and packages?
Are all packages and materials inspected before taken into critical areas?
Are you aware of objects, items, or parcels which look out of place or suspicious?
Can local law enforcement agencies help develop a response plan?
Are good housekeeping practices maintained?
Is there a threat checklist by the phone(s)?
Is staff trained on how to respond to a threat?
How will staff be alerted in the event of a threat?
What evacuation procedures are in place for threats?
Have you identified gathering points for employees based on various threats?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Threats
A threat can be delivered in a variety of ways. Threats may be received by telephone,
in person, mail or with suspicious packages left in an area. Threats may or may not
include the location of the target, the time for detonation or release, or an ultimatum
related to the release or detonation of the device. Bombs can be constructed to look
like almost anything. Threats of contamination may or may not include the location of
the possible contaminants. The raw water or finished water system could be
attacked..
In the Threatening Phone Call Checklist section, record the date, time and content of a threat.
Include descriptive information about the caller. Complete the information on who to notify,
located near the bottom of the page. Keep the checklist available near frequently used
telephones.
In the Evaluation team area list the names and telephone numbers of the team members who
would be called to assess the threat.
In the Public accessible areas to be searched section list the facility(ies) and area(s) within
the facility that need to be searched.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet
Threats
Threatening Phone Call Checklist
Please follow the below procedures in the event you are the recipient of a threatening phone call. Try to keep the
caller on the line to obtain as much information as possible. Remain calm and courteous. Listen; do not
interrupt the caller. Record as much information as possible, including:
1. What kind of threat is posed?______________________________________________________
A. Contamination: What kind of contaminant?___________________________________________
How much? ____________________________________________________________________
B. Physical Damage:___ What kind of damage? _________________________________________
What kind of device? _____________________________________________________________
C: Who is the threat directed at?______________________________________________________
2. Where? _______________________________________________________________________
3. When? ________________________________________________________________________
4. Why? _________________________________________________________________________
5. By whom? ____________________________________________________________ _________
6. What is the (caller’s) name? ___________________________________________________ ____
7. What is the (caller’s) affiliation, if any? ______________________________________ ________
8. What is the (caller’s) address/phone#? _______________________________________________
9. What is the exact wording of the threat? ____________________________________ _________
____________________________________________________________________________ __
10. Is the caller ___male___female___well spoken___illiterate___foul___irrational___incoherent
___ coherent
11. Is the caller’s voice ___calm___angry___slow___rapid___soft___loud___laughing
___crying___deliberate___normal___slurred___nasal___clear___lisping___stuttering___deep
___high___cracking___rational___emotional___excited___young___old___approx. age
___familiar - who did it sound like?__________________________________________________
___accented – what nationality, region?_______________________________________________
12. Is the connection clear?____(Could it have been a wireless or cell phone?) ___________________
13. Is there background noise? ___Street noises?___what kind? _______________________________
___Machinery – what type? ___________________________________________________________
___Voices - describe_________________________________________________________________
___Children – describe _______________________________________________________________
___Animals-what kind? ______________________________________________________________
___Computer keyboard/office__________________________________________________________
___Music – what kind?_______________________________________________________________
___Trains___Airplanes ___Party atmosphere____Quiet
___Other __________________________________________________________________________
Name of person receiving call: _________________________Date: ___________Time: ___________
(a.m.) (p.m.)
Notification Personnel

Water Dept. Manager:
Police
911

work phone number, cell phone number
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Telephone numbers
Sheriff
911

Police
911

Fire
911

Evaluation team
Name

CAUTION

Ambulance
911

Public accessible areas to be searched
Telephone

WHEN SEARCHING FOR A BOMB, SUSPECT ANYTHING THAT LOOKS UNUSUAL. LET A TRAINED BOMB
TECHNICIAN DETERMINE WHAT IS OR IS NOT A BOMB. DO NOT REMOVE, MOVE, OR HANDLE THE BOMB,
OR SUSPECTED OBJECT ONCE IT HAS BEEN DISCOVERED.
DO NOT USE RADIOS, REMOTE TELEPHONES OR ANY CELLULAR OR PORTABLE EQUIPMENT THAT USES
RADIO FREQUENCIES IN THE VICINITY OF THE BOMB THREAT.

explosion hazard
REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST
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Trouble Shooting Guide
Threat has been made and
people are in danger

YES
NO

Select a safe gathering point for
affected people

Call law enforcement

Notify appropriate officials*

911

name
work #
Determination of whether event
occurred or likely to occur

home #

NO

name

YES

work #
Resume Normal Operations
home #
See Terrorism Chapter 12

name
work #
home #
* These may include board chair, mayor, council
members, utility managers, IDNR, etc.
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Response/Recovery To Do List
Threats
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Chapter 14 Thunderstorm & Tornado

Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 14: Thunderstorm & Tornado
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What notification procedures are in place for alerting the community of severe
weather? Who initiates the alarm? How is your utility notified?
Where is the activation alarm located?
What procedures are used to notify employees of severe weather conditions?
Where are the designated “safe” shelter areas in your facility? Interior rooms and
hallways away located on the lowest level, away from windows, equipment or
hazardous materials, are best.
Are there employees trained who can administer first aid? Who will call for medical
assistance if required?
How will existing weather conditions be monitored? Is scanner or weather radio
equipment available?
Do all personnel know the difference between a “watch” and a “warning” condition?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Thunderstorm & Tornado
When notified of a severe thunderstorm, all employees should seek the nearest
protected area. Protected areas could consist of a vehicle, a building or any sound
structure that would protect the employee from the elements.
In a tornado warning situation, once the Civil Defense Alarms are sounded, the
employee should seek the nearest available public shelter and exit all vehicles.
In the Employee notification section, list the procedures to follow when the severe weather
alarm is sounded.
In the Telephone numbers section, list the agencies and their telephone numbers that can
provide direct forecasts.
In the Diagram of shelter areas section, draw a sketch of your facility and showing the shelter
areas are.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Thunderstorm & Tornado
Employee notification
Thunderstorm warning

Tornado watch

Tornado warning

Telephone numbers
National Weather Service

Sheriff/Police

Diagram of shelter areas

X

CAUTION

THUNDERSTORMS AND TORNADOES CAN CAUSE INJURY AND DAMAGE FACILITIES. STAY TUNED TO
WEATHER CONDITIONS DURING SEVERE WEATHER INCIDENTS. WHEN A TORNADO WARNING IS
SOUNDED, PROCEED TO THE NEAREST SHELTER AREA. STAY IN THE SHELTER AREA UNTIL THE ALL
CLEAR SIGNAL IS GIVEN.
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lightning hazard

REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST

Trouble Shooting Guide
Notify employees of storm
watch
Notify employees of storm
warning

Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List
Resume normal operations

NO
Has severe storm occured?

YES
Are employees injured?

Notify appropriate officials*

YES
name

Call medical assistance

work #
home #

NO

NO

Has damage occured?

YES
Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List

name
work #

Damage assessment

home #

County Emergency Coordinator
name

work #

work #

home #
mutual aid agency(ies)

home #

work #
home #
*These may include board chair, mayor,
council members, utility managers, IDNR,
etc.

insurance company
work #
home #
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Response/Recovery To Do List
Thunderstorm & Tornado
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Chapter 15 Water Contamination

Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 15: Water Contamination
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is there a public notification plan?
Do you have a listing of all major highways and railways in your area?
Is there a list of your utility’s treated water quality information?
Is there a list of alternate sources of treated water?
Is staff trained in the proper techniques of providing quality water in case of a
contaminated water situation?
Do you have a list of water haulers?
Have you made mutual aid agreements with any neighboring communities?
Are you aware of possible contaminants in the surrounding area that influence the
quality of your raw water source(s)?
Do you have a list of water sampling and testing laboratories?
Is your staff trained in proper sampling and testing techniques?
Does your staff have an understanding of what needs to be done if your water
storage or distribution systems become contaminated?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Water Contamination
The first step in analyzing the quality of the water being delivered to your customers
is the collection of samples. The selection of representative sample points within the
distribution system is an important initial step in accurately reflecting water quality
and identifying sources of contamination. One of the most common causes of error
in water quality analysis is improper sampling.
In the Public notification section, list those agencies that need to be alerted of any health risks
related to water contamination. This includes the regional IDNR office. It may also include an
independent laboratory, contracted to conduct sampling and testing. Include their telephone,
after-hours telephone, e-mail and fax numbers for these agencies.
In the Media section, list local media agencies, their contact person, email, telephone and fax
numbers.
Check the EPA public notification guidelines section to ensure your water quality statistics
comply.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Water Contamination
Public notification
Contact person

Agency

Telephone

After-hours
telephone

(515) 281-4933

(515) 247-1732

Fax

Regional Iowa Department of Natural
Resources
Laboratory
Iowa Department of Public Health
County Department of Public Health

(pager)

Media
Contact person

Company

Telephone

After-hours
telephone

Fax

EPA public notification guidelines
Violation category
Tier 1
1. Failure to comply with a Maximum Contaminant
Level (MCL)
2. Failure to comply with a treatment technique
requirement established in lieu of an MCL
3. Failure to comply with a schedule prescribed under
variance or exemption
Tier 2
1. Failure to comply with monitoring requirements
2. Failure to comply with specified testing procedures
3. Operating under a variance or an exemption

Type

Notice must be
Given within*

Frequency
of notice

Newspaper

14 days

No repeat

Mail or hand
deliver

45 days

Quarterly (as long
as violation
continues

Newspaper

3 months

Quarterly; but only
by mail or hand
delivery as long as
violation
continues

* Radio and television stations must be notified within 72 hours if an MCL violation poses an acute (immediate)
health risk.

CAUTION

ANY WATER CONTAMINATION SITUATION SHOULD BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY. PEOPLE CAN BECOME
SICK, OR EVEN DIE.
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REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST

health hazard
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Trouble Shooting Guide
NO

A significant public health
risk has occurred

Is a news release required?

YES

YES

Initiate public notification
procedures

NO
Call regional IDNR
Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List

name
work #

Notify appropriate officials*

home #

name

Call laboratory

work #

name

home #

work #
home #

name
work #
home #

name
work #
home #

* These may include board chair,
mayor, council members, utility
managers, IDNR, etc.
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Response/Recovery To Do List
Water Contamination
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Chapter 16 Water Main Break

Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 16: Water Main Break
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the size and location of water storage tanks for your community? (List size,
location, and valve location.) What is the normal water level in each storage tank?
How long can you serve customers from storage alone?
Where are pump stations and wells located? (List size and valve location.)
What are the normal discharge pressures at the pump station(s)?
What is the size, depth, and location of critical water mains?
Where are the critical valves located? What is the valve type, number, and direction
of required turns?
What types of repair parts are in stock or locally available?
Where can repair parts be obtained that are not available locally?
Is a periodic valve and hydrant operation program in place to insure proper
operation?
Is the distribution map part of the emergency plan?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Water Main Break
When a water main has failed, isolation of the break is important to maintain water
capacity in the water storage facilities and to minimize the risk of water contamination
in the distribution system. Information concerning the size of mains, pipe materials,
valve locations, valve sizes, number of turns and direction to operate valves, and
location of nearby hydrants is essential for recovery procedures. To begin, notify
ONE-CALL and then initiate repair activities. Notify major customers affected by the
main break and implement conservation measures if needed.
In the section titled Critical water mains, list the location, size, and water pressure that is
maintained for the various water mains in the distribution system. This information can be
used to compare significant drops in water pressure. (Note: pressure at the plant and/or
water level in the storage tank may be the only data available to monitor changes in pressure
and indicate a possible main break.)
In the Customers on critical main(s) section, list the name, address and telephone number of
the user on the critical mains listed to the left. This information will be needed if the water main
break has an impact on their operations. Critical customers may include hospitals, health care
facilities, or large commercial or industrial customers.
In the Water storage facilities section, list the location and capacity of each water storage
facility. Capacity should reflect the number of gallons that can be stored in the storage facility.
Also identify the type of water storage facility, whether it is above ground, elevated tank, etc.
In the Critical valves section, list the location, size, the number and direction of turns needed to
operate the valve(s) in order to isolate a water main break.
In the Diagram of distribution system section, make a note to refer to the map(s) of your
distribution system. List the map(s) that you have included in your emergency plan.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Water Main Break
Critical water mains
Street

Size

Customers on critical main(s)
Pressure

Name

Water storage facilities
Location

Capacity
(gallons)

Telephone number

Critical valves
Type

Diagram of distribution system

Location

Size

# of
turns

Direction of turn

Refer to distribution map(s) in this plan, listed below:

1400

1403

6227

Address

6221

6211

CAUTION

6205

A MAJOR WATER MAIN BREAK CAN CAUSE SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE. PROTECT PROPERTY WHEN
POSSIBLE. DO NOT ENTER FLOODED BASEMENTS AND OTHER FACILITIES BECAUSE OF THE RISK OF
ELECTRIC SHOCK AND LEAKING NATURAL GAS.
REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST

cave-in hazard
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Trouble Shooting Guide
If ANY response
is Y (yes)

Is main repair your responsibility?

Call fire department

Y

NO

YES
N
critical customers without water
significant property damage
storage capacity is empty

Call critical customers on
ERS

If ALL responses are
N (no)
Initiate repairs
name
work #
home #

Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List

Notify appropriate officials*
name
work #
home #

name
work #
home #
name
work #
home #
Call water supplier
name
work #

*These may include board chair, mayor,
council members, utility managers, IDNR,
etc.

home #
Call fire department

Call critical customer(s) on
ERS
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Response/Recovery To Do List
Water Main Break
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 17: Water Shortage
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
and Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the alternate raw water source options?
What is the storage capacity of these sources?
What well/stream level indicates low water source?
What other finished water supplies are available?
What conditions of supply and demand indicate a water shortage?
Is there a conservation plan that addresses water shortage conditions as required
by state law?
What are the critical water user demands?
Is the minimum flow rate achievable through water conservation?
What well or stream level is critical for meeting normal water demand?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Water Shortage
A water shortage can occur due to changes in climate and equipment failure. Not
being able to provide an adequate supply of water to your customers can have an
impact on their daily lives and on business operations. In these instances, public
safety and the health of your customers is most important.
In the County Emergency Coordinator section, enter the name of the contact person, and list
the name of the agency, telephone and fax numbers for the Emergency Coordinator in the
county in which your utility is located.
In the Media section, list the name of the person to contact, the name of the company, and the
telephone and fax numbers used for public information notification.
In the Conservation plan section, list the steps your utility will take to take care of the shortage.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Water Shortage
County Emergency Coordinator
Contact person

Agency

Contact person

Company

Telephone

After-hours
telephone

Fax

Telephone

After-hours
telephone

Fax

Media

Conservation plan (as outlined in Code of Iowa 455B.266)
Suspend or restrict usage of water by category of use on a local or state-wide basis in the following order:
1) Water conveyed across state boundaries.
2) Uses of water primarily for recreational or aesthetic purposes.
3) Uses of water for the irrigation of hay, corn, soybeans, oats, grain sorghum or wheat.
4) Uses of water for the irrigation of crops other than hay, corn, soybeans, oats, grain sorghum or wheat.
5) Uses of water for manufacturing or other industrial processes.
6) Uses of water for generation of electrical power for public consumption.
7) Uses of water for livestock production.
8) Uses of water for human consumption and sanitation supplied by rural water districts, municipal water systems,
or other public water supplies as defined in section 455B.171 of the Code of Iowa.
9) Uses of water for human consumption and sanitation supplied by a private water supply as defi ned in section
455B.171 of the Code of Iowa.

Attach your utility’s conservation plan

CAUTION

DURING TIME OF WATER SHORTAGE, CONTACT YOUR FIRE DEPARTMENT AND KEEP THEM UPDATED ON
THE SITUATION.

REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST
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fire hazard
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Trouble Shooting Guide
YES

Water conservation plan in place
adequately meets demand

NO

Alternate supply
name
Notify appropriate officials*
work #
name
home #
work #
home #
Call County Emergency
Coordinator
name
name
work #
work #
home #
home #
name

Call regional IDNR

work #

name

home #

work #
home #

*These may include board chair, mayor,
council members, utility managers, IDNR,
etc.

Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List
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Response/Recovery To Do List
Water Shortage
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 18: Water Tower Icing
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•

What steps can be taken to ensure the water continues to move in the tank?
Will increasing the variation in the water level keep the water from freezing?
Are water levels adjusted for winter capacity?
If icing occurs, what process and equipment will be needed to melt the ice?
Are storage tanks regularly inspected for internal and external wall damage,
chipped or peeling paint, changes to cathodic protection, damage to ladders,
damage to riser pipe, or damage to the overflow pipe inside of the tank?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Water Tower Icing
Freezing water in water storage tanks can be a serious problem. Freezing is more
likely in systems using surface water sources. However, groundwater supplies can
also experience icing problems in storage tanks during very cold weather.
In the Elevated water storage information section, list the manufacturer, tank capacity, and
winter and summer water level settings. Also, list the location of the tower sensor elevation, its
location and overflow elevation.
In the Location of elevated tank(s) section, diagram the location of your storage tank(s) in your
distribution system.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Water Tower Icing
Telephone Numbers
Fire department

911 OR

Sheriff/Police

911 OR

Elevated water storage information
Tower #1

Tower
information

Tower #2

Tower #3

Manufacturer
Capacity
Water level settings

winter
summer

Winter
summer

winter
summer

Sensor elevation
Sensor location
Overflow elevation

Elevated water storage information
Tower #4

Tower
information

Tower #5

Tower #6

Manufacturer
Capacity
Water level settings

winter
summer

Winter
summer

winter
summer

Sensor elevation
Sensor location
Overflow elevation

Location of elevated tank(s)

overflow level (pump off)
summer level (start pump)
winter level (start pump)

riser

CAUTION

freezing hazard

valve

TO REDUCE THE RISK OF INJURY, DO NOT ATTEMPT TO CLIMB ELEVATED TANKS WITHOUT THE
APPROPRIATE SAFETY EQUIPMENT. IF HEAVILY LOADED WITH EXTERIOR ICE, STRUCTURAL FAILURE
COULD BE A RISK.
REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST
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Trouble Shooting Guide
Tower has overflowed and is
exterior ice is visible

NO

YES

Water level not changing and
high or low pressure complaints
Call tank manufacturer

YES
Call structural engineer
Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List
Notify appropriate officials*
name
work #
home #

Call contractor
name
work #
home #

name
work #
Resume normal operations
home #

name
work #
home #

*These may include board chair, mayor,
council members, utility managers, IDNR,
etc.
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NO

Response/Recovery To Do List
Water Tower Icing
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Things to Consider Before an Emergency
Chapter 19: Workplace Violence
To reduce your water utility’s exposure in an emergency, use the following suggestions and
complete the Mitigation To Do List. To further decrease your utility’s vulnerability, complete
an Emergency Response Sheet, Trouble Shooting Guide and Response/Recovery To
Do List for each specific emergency.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What security measures are in place to deter violent acts?
Have you talked with local law officials about violent acts or what constitutes
workplace violence?
Can local law enforcement agencies assist in developing security measures for
violent threats?
Is there a communication process to alert others if there is a threat of violent
behavior?
Do you know the warning signs of potentially violent employees and customers?
What utility assets need to be protected?
What are the priorities for providing protection of these assets?
How fast can your utility respond to a violent act?
Is there written policy that clearly communicates how threats will be handled?
Has telephone training been provided for irate callers?
Are you contracting with an agency for employee counseling and mediation
services?

Mitigation To Do List
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Emergency Response Sheet Instructions
Workplace Violence
Incidents of workplace violence may include kidnapping, robbery, theft, and physical
assault involving a co-worker or customer. In extreme cases, assassinations or
arson can occur.
In the Telephone numbers section, determine whether your utility is located within the 911
emergency access area. If it is not, fill in the appropriate telephone number for the sheriff,
police, fire and ambulance departments for your area.
Review the Early warning signals section for helpful information.
The Trouble Shooting Guide is located on the back of the Emergency Response Sheet
and is designed to assist you in preparing your first plan of action.
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Emergency Response Sheet

Workplace Violence
Telephone numbers
Sheriff

Police

911 OR

911 OR

Fire
911 OR

Ambulance
911 OR

Early warning signals
•

Direct or veiled verbal threats of harm.

•

Intimidation of others. (This can be physical or verbal intimidation. Harassing phone calls and
stalking are obvious examples.)

•

Carrying a concealed weapon or flashing a weapon to test reactions.

•

Paranoid behavior. Perceiving that everyone is against them.

•

Moral righteousness and believing the organization is not following the rules and procedures.

•

Unable to take criticism of job performance. Holds a grudge, especially against a supervisor.
Often verbalizes hope for something to happen to the person against whom the employee has the
grudge.

•

Expression of extreme desperation over recent family, financial, or personal problems.

•

History of violent behavior.

•

Extreme interest in semi-automatic weapons and their destructive power to people.

•

Fascination with incidents of workplace violence and approval of the use of violence under similar
circumstances.

•

Disregard for the safety of co-workers.

•

Obsessive involvement with the job, often uneven job performance and no apparent outside
interests.

•

Being a loner who has a romantic obsession with a co-worker who does not share this interest.

CAUTION

personal safety
hazard

WHEN A THREAT IS MADE, TAKE IT SERIOUSLY AND CONTACT PROPER AUTHORITIES.

REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST
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Trouble Shooting Guide
A threat of workplace
violence has occurred

YES

NO

Call sheriff/police
Refer to Response/Recovery
To Do List

Call emergency medical services
(if needed)

Notify appropriate officials*
name
work #
home #

name
work #
home #

name
work #
home #

*These may include board chair, mayor,
council members, utility managers, IDNR,
etc.
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Response/Recovery To Do List
Workplace Violence
Required Action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Comments:
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Chapter 20: Implementing Emergency Planning
Planning Emergency Response Training
Training in emergency preparedness cannot be taken for granted. In emergency situations,
people don’t always react or think clearly; having experienced “dry-runs” or some other type of
advanced exposure to likely emergencies will help to minimize confusion in a real emergency.
Through training, people will have the opportunity to go through thought processes and form
habits that can be followed when immediate responses are required.
By completing the fill-in-the blank forms contained in the previous section of this model plan,
your community or utility can create its own unique emergency preparedness plan. These
same forms, particularly the Failure Analysis and To Do Lists prepared for each
Emergency Response Sheet, can serve as the basis of your utility’s emergency training
plan. The training plan should identify who is to be trained, who will provide training, what
types of training techniques are to be used, a schedule for training activities, and how the
training will be evaluated to see if objectives were met.
It is important to prioritize training needs to address those areas where your utility or
community may be most vulnerable. The Failure Analysis rating will identify those
emergencies most likely to occur or affect your utility. Training needs associated with the
highest priority emergency will also be of highest priority. In addition to prioritizing training, it is
important to consider all emergency response roles that may require some education. For
example, if a water main break is determined to be the highest ranking emergency, then
training needs for each person/role involved in a water main break emergency response
should be evaluated. The operator (or team member responsible for the Operations
Management key responsibility) may require additional technical skills, or the mayor (or team
member responsible for Public Communications) may need exposure to field repair conditions
in order to communicate appropriately with the public or media.
In addition to training that may be needed related to a specific emergency, more extensive
emergency training will likely be needed for Emergency Response Team members, especially
as these roles shift from one person to another. This broader training should cover the
individual emergency roles and duties established for each person, basic emergency
notification procedures, basic communication plans, evacuation routes and shelter provisions,
location of commonly used equipment, and procedures to be followed if a utility shutdown is
required.
The Training Plan form included in this model plan will assist in recording training needs,
priorities, and schedules. With a documented training plan, your utility can incorporate
emergency response training into regular business processes and budgets as they are
developed.
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Training Plan
Name

Training
needed

Trainer

Training
technique

Schedule

Evaluation
technique

(staff/community
member)

(topic)

(internal/
external)

(workshop/clas
s)

(month/year)

(post-test/
observation)
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Conducting Emergency Response Training
Your utility does not have to spend large amounts of money to prepare Emergency Response
Team members to fulfill their duties. Remember, utility personnel are often very
knowledgeable about their community and the resources available in your utility or community
to address an emergency. Use the resources available to begin training efforts, and bring in
assistance from outside experts when it is needed.
Emergency response training can be provided in many forms. Organizations have used:
orientation sessions, discussion groups, reading materials, tabletop exercises, scenarios,
walk-through exercises or drills, demonstrations, external seminars, mock emergencies, etc.
Depending on the specific need, one form of training may be more effective than another. To
help team members become more familiar with broader emergency matters, such as
notification routines or shelter sites, group question and answer sessions may work well. For
specific emergency responses, more of a “hands-on” method may be needed, such as
tabletop scenarios or walk-through exercises. These are also extremely valuable tools to
discover details not considered when preparing Emergency Response Sheets or To Do
Lists. Choose the tool that best fits the particular training need and the people to be involved
in the training.
Once a training session has been conducted, it is important to determine whether it achieved
what was intended. Every training activity should be concluded with an evaluation of the
training materials and methods to allow for fine-tuning. Additionally, a means of follow-up
should be in place to ensure training needs have been satisfied. For example, if an operator
needed technical training in water main repair, check to see if that team member can
demonstrate the new ability learned from the training.
Training records, in some form, should be maintained for all members of the Emergency
Response Team. By keeping track of this information, your utility can easily identify someone
to serve in a back-up capacity for another team member, or identify how duties can be shifted
to others.
Updating and Administering the Plan
As with any business that experiences change, water utilities can expect their emergency
preparedness plans to become outdated. And, without up-to-date information, the plan will
become useless as an aid in an emergency response. Therefore, it is recommended the plan
be reviewed, and potentially modified, at least on an annual basis. The annual process should
include:
•

Review of the Failure Analysis - Be sure the emergency rankings from the previous
analysis are accurate, and rerank, if necessary. Is the Failure Analysis list still
complete, or should other emergencies be added to it? If actions taken in response to
the To Do Lists or to fulfill the Training Plan cause these rankings to change, make
the appropriate adjustments and reprioritize emergencies.

•

Review Progress Toward To Do Lists - Determine if items listed on the To Do Lists
have been accomplished. Delete items accomplished or no longer necessary due to
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changes in operation or structure. For incomplete items remaining on the list, evaluate
why those items were not achieved, make appropriate changes to allow them to be
completed, and determine new priorities and schedules for completion.
•

Review Emergency Response Sheets and To Do Lists - Consider how changes in
team members, facilities, operational procedures, resources, and community officials
may have affected the information contained in these forms. Update forms with
appropriate information.

•

Review Training Plan and Individual Training Evaluations - Determine if activities
listed on the Training Plan have been accomplished. Delete items accomplished or
no longer necessary due to changes in operation, personnel, or community resources.
Consider the results of the training evaluations and determine changes needed in future
programs to better meet the needs of participants. For training activities which were
not completed, evaluate why those activities were not conducted, make appropriate
changes to allow them to be completed, and determine new priorities and schedules for
completion based upon the revised Failure Analysis and To Do Lists.

The Water Supplier General Information Sheet should be reviewed monthly for up-to-date
names and telephone numbers. Additionally, Emergency Response Team members should
be aware of their responsibility to notify the person responsible for maintaining the plan
whenever this basic contact information changes. If team members move, obtain new
telephone numbers, or are no longer available for after-hours contact, the Water Supplier
General Information Sheet should be updated immediately.
Specific events may occur which should cause the plan to be updated (and appropriate
training to occur) without waiting for the annual review process. Examples may include:
changes in water utility personnel, election of new utility or community officials, new facilities
placed in operation, or significant operational changes.
Communicating the Plan to Others
The emergency preparedness plan for your utility needs to be communicated in a variety of
ways. First, it must be written and distributed to the appropriate people in the community.
Copies of the plan should be provided to members of the Emergency Response Team, utility
officials, community officials, and representatives of other emergency organizations in the
community, such as fire and police departments. As your utility goes through the annual review
and updating process, revised copies of the plan or individual pages should be distributed.
Also, it is important that Emergency Response Team members have copies available not only
at their business or daytime locations, but also in their homes. Emergencies don’t always
occur during regular business hours so the plan information should be accessible to team
members day and night.
Beyond circulation of the written plan, it is important to present the plan to your utility staff,
community officials, and other community groups. Part of the presentation should include
identifying the people who will serve in each of the key emergency responsibilities. By
introducing team members to the community, a first step is made in assuring the public that
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your utility will be prepared to do what is necessary to provide them with safe drinking water
when an emergency does occur. Another benefit of sharing the plan within the community is
the possible identification of additional resources, people and equipment, that may be
available to help. In sharing the plan, special attention should be paid to educating consumers
about their roles in the emergency response. Examples of specific actions can be shared,
such as emergencies that may need property owners to assist in isolating their water services,
or checking for potential contamination sources.
The Training Plan should be presented to Emergency Response Team members and utility
officials at least annually. This will ensure members and officials understand the priorities
placed on training and encourage more support for achieving the training goals.
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Chapter 21 Outcome
To meet the expectations of your customers, your utility and staff need to identify potential
emergencies and plan for them. Emergency preparedness begins with identifying the
emergencies most likely to occur at your utility, and then listing the people and other resources
you need to have involved. By identifying contact people, telephone numbers and other
information before an emergency, your utility can be prepared to respond when an emergency
does occur.
Follow these steps to begin your emergency response planning:
•

Record facts about your utility. By completing the Water Supplier General
Information Sheet, you have identified your Emergency Response Team, and
provided vital information about your utility’s operation and emergency resources
available.

•

Anticipate emergencies. By completing the Failure Analysis, you and your team
members can identify and prioritize emergencies most likely to occur at your facility.

•

Plan for response. By completing the Emergency Response Sheets and Trouble
Shooting Guides you and your team members will identify key individuals to assist in
your emergency response. Using the Mitigation and Response/Recovery To Do
Lists, will help you outline and prioritize step-by-step actions that need to be taken.

•

Train team members. As you are completing the specific emergency forms, identify
training opportunities for your team members. Use the Training Plan form to record
these needs and how you plan to accomplish them.

•

Keep your community informed. As always, the members of your community are
part of the team, although they may not have an active role. Keep them involved by
holding press conferences, making public announcements, and using other
communication methods. Remember, your community is counting on you to provide a
quality product and quality service, even during an emergency.
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